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0.0) Introduction

The 11A8—2 is a dual chane1. D/A (digital to an3iog)
converter circuit with two 3300 hertz, 6 pln, tow pisn ctLvc.
filters. While the 11A8—2 is designed for mntsio synthesis, it can
be used in virtually any D/A application Including voice
synthesis. The music software suppl.ied with the TIA8—2 cnn
synthesize four parts of harmony (musical voices) simultanepusly
in stereo.

There is also an independent output for each channel whiqh
bypasses the active filters so that the analog outputs may be
used for other purposes without frequency limitation.
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.0) Progranimjn the HA8.2 Without musip °oftwar

If the HA82 is going to be used wi h fhe music sof’1
thj5 section can be Skipped Th 0/A Converters on the HA82
respond to a memory write at an address Whnhi con he set by DLP
switches on the hoard. Refer to section 2.1 “SetLing the IIA82
address” if it is necessary to change the mEmory address. in th
following discussion, absolute voltage vUjU5 are used, but n
actuality voltages may deviate Slightly from board to board. The
D/A converters on the HA8—2 board convert a binary number into a
voltage between 0 and 5 volts. Each bit of a byte written to cue
of the 0/A converters has a voltage associated with it. The high
order bit (bit 7) has a Voltage value of 2.5 volts. Each lower
bit has a value of 1/2 of the previous bit. it 6, therefore has
a value of 1/2 of bit 7, or 1.25 volts. A table of bits and their
corresponding Voltage values follows:

Bit ge Value

(high order) 7 2.5
6 1.25
5 0.625
4 0.3125
3 0.15625
2 0.078125
1 0.0390625

(low order) 0 0.01953125

When a number is written to one of the 0/A converters th
Voltage va ucs of the bits which are ON are summEd. For Cxnmjjl e,
to obtain o voltage of 3.75 volts, a byte Containing a 300 octJ

ON).
must be written to the 0/A converter (300 octal has bits 7 and 6

There are two outputs available from each of the 0/A
con/erters The outputs labeled DAC 0 and OAC 1 are the buffered
outputs of the D/A conve.ters Scaling of the Output Voltages
should be done to c’rrect for errors in the 12 Volt Power Supply.
The other Outputs are located in the top center of the board and
are labeled CNL 0 and CNL 1. These Output8 are filtered by
independent 3300 hertz, 6 pole, low pass active filters for each
channel. These filters attenuate the SWitching noise Caused by
the transit0 of the 0/A Converters from one voltage to another.
The output peak to peak Voltage for CNL 0 and CNL 1 can be
controlled by the two trim pots, one for each channel, up to a
maximum of 1 volt. The Output from the filtered outputs is AC
coupled The minimum load impedance is 10k ohms.
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2.0) Configuring the 11A8—2

Before the HA8—2 can be used, its address and peak to peak
output voltages must be set. This is described in detail below.

2.1) Setting the HA8—2’s address

The HA8—2 responds only to memory writes to an adjacent
even/odd pair of addresses which can be selected by the DIP
switches. The music software supplied with the 11A8—2 uses
addresses 0 and 1 . Address 0 corresponds to all address switches
in the open (off) position and the board enable (bottom most)
switch in the closed (on) position. If the music software
supplied with the system is going to be used, set the DIP
switches in this configuration. (The board is shipped with the
DIP switches in this position.) Address bits 15 through 1 are
compared with the DIP witch settings. Bit 15 is compared with
the top—most switch of the upper DIP switch (52), bit 14 with the
next lower switch, etc. A table of’ address bits and their
corresponding switches follows:

Address Bit Switch Pole

15 Upper(S2) 8
14 Upper 7
13 Upper “ 6
12 Upper “ 5
11 Upper 4
10 Upper “

9 Upper “ 2
8 Upper “ 1

7 Lower(S1) B
6 Lower “ 7
5 Lower “ 6
4 Lower “ 5
3 Lower “ 4
2 Lower “ 3
1 Lower “ 2

Board Enable Lower “ 1

Bit 0 is not set because the board uses it internally. When an
address bit and the corresponding DIP switch are both in the same
sate (i.e., either both ON or both OFF), they are equal. When
board enable is on and address bits 15 through 1 are all equal to
their corresponding DIP switches, and a memory write is also
occurring, then one of the two D/A converters will respond to the
memory write. Address bit 0 is used to select one of the two D/A
converters. If address bit 0 is OFF, then D/A channel 0 (outputs
labeled CNL 0 and DAC 0) is selected and will respond to the
memory write, otherwise D/A channel 1 (outputs labeled CNL 1 and
DAC 1) is selected. Note that the HA8—2 and memory can both
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respo to thn addrnro. Wbr,n th in “urq thn t’j b$tr, in
Written to both memory en’J thn lIAR 2. IEo- “er th,, memory ‘nri hit
read Without affecting the 11A8—2 because the 11AF3—2 on]y reoponqoto memory Writes. This provides a mothorl oC reading out t10digit value being Converted to an analog Voltage.

2.2) Setting the pea to pe output voltigi,

When Using the D/A Converters to drive Qtternj, circuits
such as a phono amplifier, caution must be exercised not to
over_drive the external circuit The fOllowing steps will help
insure that the filtered Output of the D/A will not over...drive un
external circuit With the NAB_p boarri installed in the
backplane, rotate both trim potn to the extreme ClOckwise
POSition. This reduces the output to minjm,3m Connect the IIAS—2
audio connectors to the external amplifier nd set the volume
control on the external amplifier to a normal listening level.
Refer to the section 5.0 “The PLAY program”, and play one of the
demo songs. While the song is playing (the front panel display
Will be off during this time), Slowly rotate the trim pots
counter_cloc,i until the volume level is aPProximately at; a
normal listening level. Some Sound should be heard before
rotating the pots more than a quarter of’ a turn. If no sowid is
heard verify the following:

1) The DIP Switches are set in the Proper POSition.

2) The amplifier has the correct input selected. For example
if the RA8-.2 is connected to the “PflOjqo” input of the
amplifier, then the amplifier Should have the “Pfloff”
input selected.

3) The speakers are connected to the amplifier

4) The amplifier has Power and is turned on.

If, after verifying that the amplifier is good, the board will
not function, refer to Section 7.2 “Repair and warranty.
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3.0) Music software overview

The music software supplied wifl th° flAt—? provides an. easy
to use interface between the sheet music fo’ a song and tho P/A
converters on the RAB—2 board. A song fil” in creited with th
text editor from the sheet music. Th-3 song file usually his ‘tn
extension of “MUS”. This file is then comlled into a p]ayabln
form using the program “COMPOSE”. At compil’ttion tim? th
following information is specified:

i) The name of the song file.

2) The nnme of the playable file. (This is the output of the
compiler.)

3) The number of voices (parts of harmony).

4) The waveform information for each voice. (The waveform
controls the timbre of the sound.)

5) Whether or not duplicate pitches on the same channel are
to be suppressed.

6) The speed at which the song is to be played.

The playable file usually has an extonsion of “PtA”. The outpu’
of the compiler can be played at my i’ne using the “PIjAY”
program. The song file needs recompiling only if one of the above
six items requires changing.

0



4.0) The “COI’IPQSE” compiler

The COMPOSE program compiles the song file into a form hich
the PLAY program can use. To run the COMPOSE program enter th
following operating system command:

RUIT dev:COMPOSE

“dev” is “SYO” if the COMPOSE compilr is on SYO
or “SYl “ if the COMPOSE compiler is on SYI

The COMPOSE program requires 24K of memory to run. It may require
more memory for very large song files. When COMPOSE starts to
execute, it will print a series of questions. Each question is
explained below.

4.1) “Input filename:

COMPOSE is requesting the name of the song file. If the
device is not specified, it will default to the same device
specified on the RUN command. If the xtension is not specified,
it will default to “MUS”. If an error message is printed, enter
the filename of the song file in the correct format.

4.2) “Output filename: 11

COMPOSE is requesting the name of the output file. This will
be the file which the PLAY program uses. If the device is not
specified, it will default to the same deviee as the input file.
If the extension is not specified, it will default to “PLA”. If
an error message is printed enter the filename in the correct
format.

4.3) “How many voices?:

COMPOSE is requesting the number of voices in the song file.
The valid responses are “1”, “2”, “3”, or “4”. If any other value
is entered, COMPOSE will respond with the error message “?The
number of voices must be an integer from 1 to 4”.

4.4) Entering the waveform information for each voice

If a note of a given pitch (frequency) is played
successively on two different musical instruments with the same
loudness, a listener can distinguish between the two sounds: Each
instrument has its own musical quality (timbre). The difference
in timbre is due to different instruments generating different
harmonics (multiples) of the fundamental frequency in addition to
the fundamental frequency. Each harmonic has an amplitude and



phase shift vaLues relative to the fundamental. The fundarin ntc
frequency ond its harmonics form the characteristic wavrorrh f’)r
the pitch and loudness of an instrument, Although the phase and
ampli tude relationships of the harmonics change with pitch arid
loudness, this music software permits ony onç waveform per
voice. For each voice, COMPOSE will request the amplitude and
phase relationships of the fundamental and higher harmonics.
COMPOSE can generate a waveform table with up to nine harmonic
components. Unfortunately, there is no good way to guess the
harmonic components of a waveform from hearing it or from a graph
of the waveform. If a graph or picture of a waveform is
available, the WAVE program can be used to give good
approximations of the harmonic components (Refer to section 6.1)
“The WAVE program” for more information). If a graph or picture
of a waveform is not available, then it will be necessary to
experiment in order to get the timbre desired. After listening to
a musical instrument a rough determination of the harmonic
components may be made by using the following simple rules: The
fundamental gives the pitch of the note. The second harmonic adds
clearness and brilliance. The third harmonic adds brilliance and
contributes a hollow, throaty or nasal quality. The fourth
harmonic adds more brilliance and even shrillness. The fifth
harmonic adds a rich, somewhat horn—like quality. The sixth
harmonic adds a delicate shrillness of nasal quality. The seventh
and ninth harmonics introduce dissonance and roughness and
harshness. The higher the relative amplitude of a harmonic the
more the qualities of that harmonic contribute to the sound.
While there is evidence to suggest that phase shift does
contribute to the attack of a note, the ear is not very sensitive
to these shifts. Hence, it is by far much more important to get
the correct amplitudes for the harmonics rather than the phase
shifts.

A waveform with the following harmonic components will
produce a pleasing timbre:

Harmonic Phase

(fundamental) 1 2 0
2 1 90
3 1 0

Each harmonic component specified requires about one rrinute
of computation time. If the desired waveform already exists in a
previously compiled song, it can be copied rather than
recomputing it. Copying waveforms greatly reduces the compilation
time.
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4.4.1) “How many harmonics in waveform for voice ‘n’?:

COMPOSE is requesting the pumber of harmonic components
which comprise the waveform for voice ‘n’. The valid responses
are “0”, “1” fl2t 1t411, lt5tt, ttI, tt7fl, “8”, or A
response of “0” means that no harmonics are to be computed, and
COMPOSE assumes that the waveform is to be copied from a
previously compil-ed song. In this case, COMPOSE issues the
informatory message “[Waveform will be copied from disk.)”. If an
integer from “1” to “9” is entered, then COMPOSE will request the
amplitude and phase shift information for each harmonic. If an
invalid number is entered, then COMPOSE will issue the error
message “?The number of harmonics must be an integer from 1 to
9.”. Following a prompt from COMPOSE a valid number can then be
entered.

4.4.2) Amplitude and phase shift values

For each harmonic in the waveform of a voice, COMPOSE will
request the amplitude and phase shift values. The phase shift for
the harmonics are entered in degrees. The amplitude values for
the harmonics must be positive. Only the ratio of the amplitudes
to one another is important. For example, if in the case of
harmonics with amplitudes 0.6 for harmonic 1 and 0.4 for harmonic
2, it makes no difference if the amplitudes for harmonics 1 and 2
are entered as 60 and 40, 6 and 4, or 3 and 2..

4.4.2.1) “What is the amplitude for harmonic ‘n’?:

COMPOSE is requesting the relative amplitude information for
a harmonic component of a voice. Enter the value as described in
the section above. If the number is not positive, COMPOSE will
issue the error message “‘?Amplitude must not be negative.”. If
this error message occurs, a prompt from compose will be typed
and the correct value can be entered.

4.4.2.2) “What is the phase shift (in degrees) for harmonic

COMPOSE is requesting the phase shift informationfor a
harmonic component of a voice. The phase shift value entered must
be in degrees.

4.5) Copying waveforms

For each voice which had “0” entered for the number of
harmonic components, COMPOSE will copy the waveform trom a
previously compiled song on disk. For each voice compose will
prompt for the filename of the song and the voice within that
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song which is to be copied.

4.5.1) “Which file has oompiled waveform table for voice ‘n’?:
COMPOSE is requesting the filename for the previouslycompiled song which has the waveform to be copied for voice ‘n’.If the device is not speoified, then the same device as theoutput file is used. The default extension is “PLA”. If any errormessages occur, the filename oan be entered following the promptfrom COMPOSE.

4.5.2) “Which voice is to be copied?:

Since there are up to four voices compiled into a song,COMPOSE is requesting the voice within the file to be copied. Thevalid responses are “1”,.”2”, “3”, or “4”. If the response is notvalid, COMPOSE will issue the error message “?The number ofvoices must be an integer from 1 to 4.”. The correct value can
then be entered following the prompt from COMPOSE.

4.6) “Are duplicate pitches on the same channel to be
suppressed? (Yes):

When the same pitch (frequency) is synthesized for two
voices on the same D/A channel, cancellation may occur. This is
caused by the phase relationship between the two voices. tf thevoices are 180 degrees out of phase, then total cancellation
occurs and no sound occurs. On the other hand, if the voices are
in phase, then the loudness of the pitch is intensified. In
natural music it is virtually impossible for two instruments to
cancel perfectly. But for digitally synthesized music, the
frequency of the two voices is precisely the same. Therefore
cancellation does occur. To avoid this COMPOSE will suppress one
pitch and permit the other. By suppressing one of the duplicate
pitches they cannot cancel each other out. Respond “Yes” if it.is
desired to have duplicate pitch suppression; otherwise, respond
“No”. The default is “Yes”. If an incorrect response is entered,
COMPOSE will issue the message “Respond Yes or No.”. COMPOSE will
then prompt for corrected input.

4.7) The song tempo

The speed at which a song is played is controlled by two
factors: which note duration sets the beat, and the number of
beats per minute. The resp.onse to the following questions will :•

4 determine the songtempo.
:‘

V 11 I ;t— ‘#4
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4.7.1) “Which note sets the beat?:

Enter the note duration which sets the beat from thefollowing table:

Beat Note

Whole 1
Half 2
Quarter 4
Eighth 8
Sixteenth 16
Thirty—second 32
Sixty—fourth 64

For example, in common time the quarter note sets the beat.Therefore the correct response to the above question is “4”. Ifan invalid response is entered COMPOSE will issue the followingerror message “?The value must be 1 , 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64.”.The correct value can be entered following the prompt.

4.7.2) “How many beats per minute?:

This number must be a positive number and is the same as themetronome setting. The higher the number, the faster the song splayed. If a positive number was not entered, COMPOSE will issuethe error message “?The value must be positive.”. COMPOSE willthen prompt for the value again.

4.8) Other keying errors

When an invalid character is keyed in a numeric value,COMPOSE will issue the error message “?Number is not valid.”.COMPOSE will then prompt for the value again.
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5.0) The PLAram

The PLAY program plays the output from COMPOSE. To load PLAY
into memory, enter the following operating system command:

dcv : PLAY

where “dcv” is “SYO” if PLAY is stored on SYO:
or “SYl “ if PLAY is stored on SY1

The songs which are to be played are specified in a “request
string”. A request string is a list of file specifications
separated by commas. Each file specification is written in the
normal format of “dev:filename.PLA”. For example, to play the
songs SY1:FOO1.PLA and SY1:F002.PLA, the request string would be:

SY1 :FOO1.PLA,SY1 :F002.PLA

PLAY accepts the request string in one of three places: on
the command line, as console input, or in a control file on disk.

Command line format

When the request string is placed on the command line, the
operating system command which executes PLAY is as follows:

SY1 :PLAY SY1 :FOO1 .PLA,SY1 :F002.PLA

Console input format

If there is no request string on the command line, PLAY will
prompt for console input with a ‘*t1• For example:

SY1 :PLAY
*SY1 :FOO1 .PLA,SY1 :F002.PLA

Control files

PLAY has the ability to process request strings which are on
disk. The name of the control file is specified in a riquest
string with an ““ prefixing the file specification. For example,
suppose that the control file SY1 :FOO.CTL has the following
request string:

SY1 :FOO1 .PLA,SY1 :F002.PLA

Then the songs SY1 :FOO1 .PLA and SY1 :F002.PLA could be played in
either of the following two ways:



SY1 :PLAY @SY1 :FOQCTL

or

SYI :PLAY
*t5y :FQQ.CTL

Once a control file specification is encoufltpi.ed in a
request string, the rest of the request String is ignored. A
request string in a Control file may also contain a control file
specification For example, Suppose that SY1:FQQ.CTL contains:

SY1 :FQQ1 .PLA,Syi :FOO2.pLA,SYl :FOO.CTL

Then the command:

Syl :PLAy SY1 :FQQ.CTL

will cause the Songs SYl:FQO1.pLA and SY1:FQQ2.pLA to Continue to
play over and over.

File s ecification defaults

If an extension is not given for a song to be played, then
PLAY will default to the same extension as the last song played.
If this is the first Song played, then the default is PLA. If a
device is not specified for a song to he played, then PLAY wiij
default to the same device as the last song played. if this is
the first sung played, then the default device is the same device
used to load PLAY.

If an extension is not given for a control file, then PLAY
will default to the same extension as the last control file used.
If this is the first control file Used, then the default is CTL.
If a device is not specified for a control file, then PLAY will
default to the same device as the last control file used. Ifthis
is the first control file used, then the default device is the
same device used to load PLAY.

Interrupt in PLAY

The keys Control_A Control_B, and Control_C are used to
control PLAY while it is playing a song. DO NOT use Control_Z to
stop the execution of PLAY.

If a song is not actually playing, then all of the control
keys cause PLAY to stop execution. If PLAY is playing a Song then
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the control keys are defined as follows:

Control—A

When a Control—A is struck on the cono , thi eirrent song
stops playing and PLAY will immediately terrrniate eeeution. line
Control—A to stop the execution of PLAY, not ControlZ.

Control—B

When a Control—B is struck on tue eonno]e, the current song
stops piayi ng, the rest of the rurren req’ect string is ignored,
and a new request string is prompted for from the console.

Control—C

When a Control—C is struck on the coiisoe, the current song
stops playing, and the next file specification in the request
string is processed.
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6.0) The WAVE 2r0,,ram

WAVE is a BASIC program which norforin; a .liscrete Folu ml
transformation on a waveform. The n’sulls ni the transformathn
are the amp]itude and phase shift comeonontE ‘f ‘1”’ wanform. Tb
harmonic components can then be un4 as ‘input ta rU4POSE. in
execute the WAVE program, issue the fnIlowIru commando:

RUN dev:BASIC

“dev” is “f3to” if BASiC is on SW
or “SYl” if BASIC is on 811.

Once BASIC is loaded, a vrompt ef ‘ “‘“ will be typed on th°
console. Then the following BASIC eerrand sh’;u)d be entered:

OLD “dev:WAVE.BAS”

(The quotes on the above command are. required by BASIC)

“dev” is “Sb” if WAVE is on UYO
or “511” if WAVE is on 871.

When the WAlE program is loaded it can be erecuted it by issuing
the BASIC command “RUN”.

6.1) Preparation of the waveform data

The pr-’pratinn of the waveform data dopenle on the number
of harmon).. components in th waverorm. En ordor to ancuratlyrjj1ye th nvcCntm, aU of t ipnifican1.harmenic components
must ha r. 4ered ‘v°n thou’;h riome of thone components may be
+no bign in Lr.qutm y to pass through the 3300 hertz fillers. For
nstance, E’lppose that a waveform baa fLve significant harmonic
coaponents and thc highest pitch played uuing the waveform is
“Ac”. Sine., the futidamental frequency of “A6” is 880 hertz, the
hai1’oiLos atu:

harmonic Preque (hertz)

(fundamental) 1 880
2 1760
3 2;1’)
4 3520
5 4400

The fourth and fifth harmnnics wi]l be attenunted by the filters.
Therefore only the first three harmonics should be computed, but
all five significant harmonics mus’ be considered in order for
the first three to be computed correctly.

See appendix A for a table et pitches and the highest
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harmonic c:mponenl. *hich will pass Ihiougli the rilb’;rs. 9”i•:
highest harmonic which will pose through th° f1l.t°ri r’’t’1 b
used as an upper limit of the number of harmonics computail. fls’t
highest significant harmonic component to 1w considered will ha”n
to be guessed. The contribution of harmoni’w to the timbre ire
discussed in section 4.4. These guidelln’tn cnn be used ‘‘i
determine it the harmonic is present. If thny are prrssent, WMI:
will compute the amount they contribute lo h”s wai’iotr;. U
general it is better to guess too high rath’r than too low. Tr’e
only drawback to guessing too high is the numb’r of interj”11;
that the waveform will have to be broken into will inc’reqoe. “the
number of harmonics considered wil] alwi.ys hav to he at least fir
large as the number of harmonics computed.

Once the number of harmonics to be considered is determined,
one complete cycle of the waveform will b’ divided into twice
that number plus two equally spaced intervals. For example, it’
three harmonics are considered, then one complete cycle of the
waveform will be divided .into eight equally spaced intervals. The
program will request the instantanecus value of the waveform at
each cf these intervals.

6.2) Responding to WAVE

Once WAVE begins it will request the following:

1) The number of harmonics to be considered.

2) 2ae number of harmonics to be computed.

3) ‘ Instantaneous value at each of the intervals.

WAVE will ‘l9rmIns the number of intervals required and the
amplitade and phase shift for each harmonic computed. The
amplitudes ‘till be normalized so that the sum of the amplitudes
if;

6.2.1) “How many harmonics ‘ire to be considered?:

This must be an integer at least as large as the number of
harmonics computed. This number should be the number of harmonic
components determined to be in the sw.reforn even if they are
tc high in frequency to be used by Us.: musi’ software. Thit will
insure that the computed (useable) harmonh;c are as accurate ‘is
possible. If the number entered is not a positive integer, WAVE
will issue the error mess’ige “?The number of harmonics considered
must be a positive integer.”. WAVE will then prompt again and the
correct response can be entered.
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6.2.2) “How many harmonics are to be computed?: “

This must be a positive integer no urger than the nilmb3r
entered in response to 6.2.1 above. This number specifies the
highest harmonic useable by the music softwirp. Harmonics above
3300 hertz are not useable because they will be attenuitpd by the
filters. If the number entered is not q positive integer ion
than or equal to the number from 6.2.1, WAVE will issue the •erro”
message “?The number of harmonics computed must be a positive
integer no greater than ‘n’.”. tnt is the number specified in
response to 6.2.1. When WAVE prompts for the number, the correct
response can be entered.

6.2.3) “Divide the waveform into ‘n’ equally spaced intervals.”

This is an informatory message which reports the number of
equally spaced intervals into which a full cycle of the waveform
must be divided. ‘n’ will be twice the number entered in response
to 6.2.1 plus 2.

6.2.4) “t(’n’) =

WAVE is requesting the instantaneous value of the waveform
at the endpoint of interval tnt. The instantaneous values may be
entered using any convienient linear scale.

6.3) Example waveform analysis

The wbveform on the following page will be analyzed in this
example.
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The waveform was generated from the equation:

f(x)=0.5*Sin(1.O*xfQ) + 0.3*Sin(2.Q*x*60) O2*Sin(3.0*x3Q)

Note: x is in degrees, not radians.

Thus the harmonic components are:

Harmonic Amplitude Phase Shift

1 05 0.0
2 0.3 60.0
3 0.2

The waveform generation equation is given so that the
results of the analysis can be compared to the generation
equation. If the waveform generation equation were known, there
would be no need for thi analysis.

The number of harmonics considered and computed will both he
3. Thus the waveform will he broken into 8 equally spaced
intervals 45 degrees apart. (One cycle is 360 degrees and 8 * 45is 360)

The instantaneous values of the waveform at the endpoints of
the intervals are given below:

n Computed t(n) t(n) read from graph

0 f(0)=0.359808 0.36
1 f(45)=0.555318 0.56
2 f(90)=0,0669876 0.07
3 f(135)=O.396739 0.40
4 f(180)=O.159808 0.16
5 f(225)=-O.255317 -0.26
6 f(270)=—O,586604 —0.59
7 f(315)=-O.697639 -0.70
8 f(360)=0.359808 0.36
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When the t(n)’s read from the graph re entered into theWAVE program, the following results are obtained:

Component Harmonic WAVE output Actual value

Amplitude 1 0.515501 0.5
Phase Shift 1 0.625 0.0

Amplitude 2 0.30116 0.3
Phase Shift 2 59.5345 60.0

Amplitude 3 0.185559 0.2
Phase Shift 3 16.6768 50.0

The phase shift for the third harmonic appears to be a large
error, but in fact it is less than a 4% error. WAVE’s output is
about 13 degrees lower than the actual value from the generation
equation. This is an error of about 15 in 560, or less than a 4%error.

The more precisely the t(n)’s are known, the more precise
the results of WAVE will be. Try entering the computed t(n)’s
into WAVE and compare the results to the actual value.
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7.0) Service

This section describes the procedure for reporting Software
problems end sending boards in for repair.

7.1) Reporting software problems
To report a software problem, the following information is

necessary:

1) A complete description of the problem.
2) A floppy disk with a copy of the failing software and thesource file(s) which cause the error.
3) Instructions on how to.me the error occur.
4) The hardware configura0 (size of memory, type of serialI/O, number of floppies, etc.) the music software is runningunder.

5) The release of the operating system being used.6) The release of the music software being used.
Mail the above information to:

New Orleans General Data Services, Inc.7230 Chadbourne DriveNew Orleans, Louisiana 70126

When ‘ie prob]em is resolved, your floppy will be returned
with a copy of the latest distribution software (including a fix
for the Problem). (The origina’ contents of the floppy will be
over written.)

Package the floppy disk Properly for mailing.

7.2) Repair and warranty
The HA8—2 board is fully warrantied against electricalfaalure for a period of 90 days after date of purchase. Thiswarranty is limited to electrical failure of the RA8—2 board

only, and does not cover physica’ damage to the music bqard or
damages of any type whatsoever to deices connected to the RAS—2including external amplifiers, the backplane or any othercomponent of the computer system.

If the board needs repair, mail it postage paid to:
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New Orleans General Data Services, Inc.
7230 Chadbourne Dzive
New Orleans, Louisiana 70126

It is recommended that the board be packaged carefully andinsured for mailing. If the board is under warranty, include acopy of the sales receipt showing date and place of purchase.Warranty work will not be performed unless a receipt is included.
The board will be repaired and returned via insured firstclass mail COD for parts, labor, end postage. Boards undeiwarranty will not be charged for labor and parts, but will becharged for shipping and insurance. The current charge for laboris twenty five dollars per board. This charge is subject tochange without notióe. A request for a price quotation maybemade before sending. your board for repair.

The above repair policy applies only to electrical failures.Boards with physical damage will be repaired or returned withoutrepair at the discretion of New Orleans General Data Services,
Inc., depending on the severity of the physical damage.
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8.0) The $ong file

The song file is prepared using the text editor from heet
music. This section explains how to write the song file from
sheet music. In the following description of the song file, iowr
case terms appearing in angle brackets are intended to he
descriptive and are NOT to be included literally as part of the
song file.

8.1) General format

A song file can be entered in free format. 8pace er
treated as terminators, but are otherwise ignored. Multiple
spaces can occur wherever a single space can occur. Horizontal
tabs and line terminators (carriage return — line feeds) are
treated in the same manner as spaces. There is no other
significance to the end of a line. Other terminator characters
(such as semicolons, parentheses, and brackets) can be preceded
by spaces if desired — spaces are not required however.

8.2) Key signature

The song file is composed of two parts, the key signature
and the song text. The key signature indicates which notes are to
be sharpened or flattened throughout the song. It consists of a
sequence of sharps and flats separated by spaces and enclosed in
parentheses . A sharp is a note letter (htAtI_Gt) immediately
followed by the letter “8”; a flat is a note letter immediately
followed by the letter “F”.

For exaiiple, the key signature for A major,

would be written “(FS CS GS)”. The key signature for Eb major,

would be written “(BE EF AF)”.

Note that the key signature is required even if there are no
sharps or flats in the key (e.g., C major or a minor). Inthese
cases, the key signature is written “()“.
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8.3) Basic song text elements

The key signature is followed by the song text. The song
text contains the notes that actually comprise the song. The text
is made up of sequences of measures. Each measure contains an
optionsi measure name followed by a measure body. The measure
body is enclosed between “/“ and “\“:

<measure name> / <measure body> \
The last measure in the song is terminated by a double backslash:

<last measure name> / <last measure body> \\
The measure name, if included, consists of from 1 to 10 letters
and/or digits.

The measure body is made up of from 1 to 4 voices. Every
measure in the song must contain the same number of voices. Each
measure need not have the same duration (duration is discussed
below) , but all voices in any given measure must have equal
duration. Voices are separated by semicolons; e.g.:

/ <voice 1>; <voice 2>; <voice 3>; <voice 4> \
Voices consist of notes and rests. A note has three

components: duration, note letter (?AttGfl), and octave.

Duratisn indicates the length of time a note is played.
Durations available are:

Son; file Musical
Notation Notation

1 whole
2. dotted half
2 half
4. dotted quarter
4 quarter
8. dotted eighth
8 eighth
16. dotted sixteenth
16 sixteenth
32. dotted th5rty—second
32 thirty second
64. dotted sixty—fourth
64 sixty fourth

If the duration is omitted when writing a note (or rest),
the note is assumed to have the same duration of the previous
note or rest in the same voice. This holds true even across
measure boundaries. (The only exception is immediately after a
“n—plet” as described below.)



i n tempo that is too fast or too slow may moIn aduration too long or too short to he processed. A durati0 thatis too long will result in an error message during song
ompilatiorj A duration that is too short will cause PLAY to stopwhen it is encountered

A note letter is “A” “B” , , “0”, “E” tty
, or “G” and

indicates the pitch value of the note. A note letter can be
Optionally followed by an accidental mark, “F”, “S”, or “N”
indicating flat, sharp, or natural. As in standaid musical
notation, an accidental applies to every succeeding instance ofthe note in the same octave for the remainder of the measure(unless offset by another accidental)

The octave of a note is indicated by a digit in the range 1
through 8. “1” represents the lowest octave available, with “Al”
corresponding to the lowest “A” on the piano keyboard. Thus “C4”is middle c, etc. The seventh and eighth octave Should be avoided
because they are too high in frequency. From “s” in the seventhoctave through the entire eighth octave, the pitch is too high to
pass through the filters.

The octave of a note can be given in three ways: explicit,
implied, or relative.

Explicj octave

The octave of a note can be explicitly given by
following the note with one of the digits 1 throuh 8; e.g.,
“Al”, “C4”, “FS5” (third F sharp on the piano), “BF5” (fifthB hal , etc.

imp lid octav

If the octave of a note is not Cxplicitly specified,the note 5 assumed to be within a fourth above or a fourth
bclow the preceding note in the same voice. This holds true
across mea boundaries and 9cross rests. For example,
followirg a “C4” any of the notes “C4”, “04”, “E4”, “F4” (a
fourth above), “B4”, “A4”, or “G3” (a fourth below) can be
written without explicitly specifying the octave:
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______________________

below

these notes can
follow C4 without
specifying an octave

Relative octave

A note that is in the octave beginning a fifth above
the preceding note of the voice can be indicated by
following the note letter by a “+“. Immediately following
“C4” for instance, 11G4” can be written as “G+”; “A5” can be
written as “A+”; etc.

,.-

.e••_

these notes can
follow C4 by specifying
“+“as the octave

A note that is in the octave ending a fifth below the
preceding note of the voice can be indicated by following
the note letter with a “—“:

2’4) -

-.

these notes can
follow C5 by specifying
“_“ as the octave

When writing a note, the duration, note letter, accidental
mark, and octave are given in that order. No spaces can be

/th above

p

-0- -0- —
4th
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The following measures of the melody (one voice) can bno tated as shown. (Line numbers are for reference only, andare not part of the song file.)

Hi jj
1 . ( hP’ ii
2. 1EAS1 /o.F4 160\

4. /2B 8.1) 16C\
5. /4B 0— EN\
6. MEAS5 /2F 4F\
7. /4.0± 8C 4B\
8. /A A\\

Comments

1. Key signature contsJns B flat and S flat.

2. “MEASi “ is the measure name. The octave of the “9” need
not be explic tty given since it is a third helew the
preceding “F”.

3. The octave of these notes need not he given, since each
is within a fourth of the previous. The duretinn “i”’
the “D” and “F” need not be given since it does not
change.

4. Durations must be cxplictly given for these notes.

5. Since the “0” is a s ixth below the preceding “B”, H
octave is given as “—“. “E1” means B natsrl —

corresponding to the eccidental.

6. This measure also has a name, “NEAC5”.

7. The “0” is a sixth above the preceding “F”; thus, 1he
octave is indicated by “+“.

8. “\\“ indicates the end of the song.

These measures could also be written explicitly giving



each duration and octave:

(BF ER)
MEA31 /B.F4 16D4\

/4B4 4D 4F4\
/2E5 .D5 1605\
/4B5 4D4 4EN4\

MEAS5 /2F4 4F4\
/4.D5 8C5 4E5\
/4A5 4A5\\

Rests are indicated by the letter “R” optionally preceded bya duration. As with notes, if the duration is omttd, it iassumed to be the same as the previous note or rest of the voic.Rests do not have accidental marks or octaves.

E x ampie

The following example shows how two voices can b’notated. (Line numbers are for reference only and are notpart of the song file.)

—
0

9:p -
0

1. ()
2. /2R C5;
3. 4C3 DE8D c\
4. /DE;
5. 2G+ R\
6. /4D C 2G+;
7. 4G—AT38AG\
8. /1C—;
9. ic\\

Comments:

1 . Key signature indicates no sharps or flats.

2. First measure for voice. Since “C5” is a half note and the



preceding rest is a half rest, the duration (“2”) can Lomitted when writing the note.

3. First measure for second voice.

4. The full notation for the “D” would be “2D5”. The duration(“2”) can be omitted since the previous note in this voice(“C5”) is a half note. The octave (“5”) can he omitted sincethe “D” is within a fourth of the preceding note of ihvoice (“C5”).

5. The duration of the “0” must be given, cince the precedingnote was an eighth note. Also, since this “C” is afif4habove the preceding “C”, the octave is specified es “+“ . Thenote could have also been written as “203”.

6. The “2G+” here could have been written as “205”.

7. The octave for the “0” here is given as “—“. The preeedncnote is the half note “0” at the start of the precedingmeasure. This note is an octave above this “0”. The durat en(“4”) must be given since the rest preceding it is c halfrest.

8. Whole note “C5”.

9. Whole note “C3”.

8.4) Duplets, Trip’ets, etc.

A duplet is two notes played for a total time durationequivalent to three. A triplet is three notes played in the timenormally taken by two. A quadruplet is four notes played in thtime of three. For 4<n<=7, an n—plet is n notes played in thetime of four. (The user should be aware that this convention maynot coincide with musical usage in all instances.)

A duplet must contain exactly two notes of equal duration; atriplet must contain exactly three notes; in general an n—plot(2<=n<7) must contain exactly n notes of equal duration.(However these notes can be tied as explained below.) N—nlets arewritten in parentheses, with the number of notes in the n—p}pt asthe first item:
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N—plet

Duplet
Triplet
Quadruplet
Septuplet

Song file notation

(2 4F4 G)
( 4F G F)
(4 BEG A B)
(7 SF G A F G A F)

“Duration of the preceding note” is not defined following ‘i
n—plet. Therefore, an explicit duration should always be givn
for the note following a n—plet.

duration must be
(3 4F4 G A) 41expIicitIy given

8.5) Tied notes

Notes of identical pitch can be tied. Tying notes causes th
notes to be sounded without a separating pause. Thus when two
quarter notes of the same pitch are tied, they are sounded as a
half note. When notes are tied together, the pitch (note ltter,
accidental, octave) is given only for the first note. Suocodinp
notes are indicated by giving their duration only. Tied nos arc
connected by carets () (or up—arrows):

(2 4F4 G) (3 4F G F) (4 8F G A 8) (7 8F G A F G A F)
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2F4 “4 “4 “8

The only exception to the rule of writing on]y the durationof a tied note is the case in which a note is tied across ameasure. In this instance, the caret immediately precedes thsemicolon or backslash that ends the measure for that voice. Thefirst note of the voice in the next measure is notated exactly asif it were not tied:

J4J Z
is written: /2E5 A\

/4A 2.G\

and not: /2135 A”\
/4 2.G\

8.6) Repeats

Several methods are available for indicating repetition inthe song file. A colon before the final backslash of a measure(“:\“) indicates repetition. The repetition can begin either:

1. At the matching preceding colon coming after a measure
opening slash (“/:“); or

2. At the beginning of the song if there is no matohing n/:H.

In the following example all of the music (any number ofmeasures) between I/:! and “:\“ is to be repeated:



/: :\

In the following example, everything from the beginning to the
“:\“ is to be repeated:

L
/ :\

The following examples illustrate the order that repeated
measures are played:

Example 1:

/ <a> \ /: <b> :\ / <c> \\
will be played:

<a> <b> <b> <c>

Example 2:

/ <a> :\ / <b> \\
will be played:

<a> <a> <b>

Example 3:

/:<a>:\/:<b>:\\

will be played:

<a> <a> <b> <b>

Repeats are played only the first time that they are
encountered:



Example 4:

/: <a> :\ / <b> :\\

8.7)

will be played:

<a> <a> <b> <a> <b>

First and second endings

First and second endings are indicated by “[ii” and “[2]”
respectively at the beginning of a measure:

It {2.

.

.

[i] \ /[2]-

A repeat must occur between a first and second ending. It
need not be in the same measure as the first ending. The first
ending is played the first time through. When the repeat is
taken, the first ending is omitted and play continues with the
second ending.

Example:

/ <a> \ /[i] <b> :\ /[2] <c> \\

8.8)

will be played:

<a> <b> <a> <c>

Fine

“[FINE]” can be placed at the end of a measure. jt is
ignored the first time it is reached. The song will end the
second time “[FINE]” is encountered.
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Fine ,

Example:

[Fine] \/

8.9

/ <a> [FINE]\ / <b> :\\
will be played:

<a> <b> <a>

Da capo and dal segno

The designation “[DC]” can he written at the end of ameasure. It will cause the song to be repeated from thebeginning. When playing a repetition caused by “[DC]”, othrrepeats are ignored. The song will end when “[FINE]” or “\\“ (endof song text) is encountered.

D.C.

Example 1:

[DC]\

/ <a> [FINE]\ / <h> [Dc]\\

will be played:

<a> <b> <a>

The designation “[DC]” can also be written at the end of ameasure. “[DC]” is similar to “[DC]”, except that repetition



starts at the nearest preceding measure beginning with “F:1”(segno), rather than at the beginning of the song.

Example 2:

H II
/ [:s:]

D.S.
[Ds]\

Example 3:

/ <a> \ /[:S:] <b> \ /<c> [Ds]\\

will be played:

<a> <b> <c> <b> <c>

/ <a> \ /[:S:] <b> \ / <c> [FINE]\ / <d> [DS]\\

will be played:

<a> <b> <c> <d> <b> <c>

8.10) Coda

The designation “[0 AL CODA]” can appear at the end of ameasure. It is ignored the first time it is encountered. Whenencountered upon a repetition, it causes play to continue withthe nearest following measure beginning with [o CODA]”.

b
4-ALCODA I

II I
__jI _I.

é-CODA

.1
H
/[Øc0DA] ‘—v./ c [0 ALCODA]\



Example:

/ <a> [0 AL CODA]\ / <b> :\ /[o CoDA] <c> \\
will be played:

<a> <b> <a> <c>

If a measure contains more than one of the symbols, thorder in which ther appear is irrelevant; e.g. !‘/:[:S:]t! isequivalent to “/[:S:j:”.

8.11) Miscellaneous

Dynamics

There are no dynamics provided by the system.
Staccato

All notes are played legato — with no break between notes.The only exception is when the same note is repeated. In thiscase, a brief pause will separate the notes so that they arcclearly articulated as individual notes. A staccato—like effectcan be achieved by replacing a note by a shorter note plus arest.

Same pitch in a repeated section

If a repeated section ends with the same note as it begins,e.g.

E
a gap will not be automatically inserted to separate the notes.It may be desireable to shorten one of the notes and add a restto achieve proper articulation. For example,
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Inserting comments in the song file text

The compiler ignores any song file text enclosed in singlequotes. This can be used to add comments or in debugging thesong. If a portion of the song has to be debugged, unwantedmeasures can be enclosed in single quotes. The quoted measureswill be taken as comments by the compiler and just the portion tobe debugged will he compiled. The duration, pitch, and octavemust be specified expLicitly for the first measure after acomment. Since the context is usually derived from the previousmeasure it will not be as intended (The previous measure has beenmade a comment) . The commented measures may not contain commentsbecause the first quote forming the inner comment will cause atermination of the quote and subsequent text will not beinterpreted as a comment.

8.12) Error messages

COMPOSE error messages for the song file will provide thenumber of the measure in which the error occurred and the name ofthe measure, if present.

Most error messages are self explanatory. The following listindicates remedies where possible.

8.12.1) “?Duration expected in n—plet”

Only a duration is allowed following a tie, even when thetie is across an n—plet.

e.g. “4B(3 SB C U)” is illegal;
“4B(3 8 C U)” is correct.

.___

See section 8.5 “Tied notes” for more information.
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8.12.2 “?Duration of n—plet too long”

Total length of a n-plet is too long to be pro’essed: Try
breaking it into shorter n—plets if possible.

e.g. “(6 IA B C D E P)” can be written
“(3 IA B C) (3 1D E F)”.

8.12.3) “?Illegal character”

An invalid character has been scanned. This could be qn
illegal note, octave, duration, etc.

8.12.4) “?Illegal duration”

Duration of a note is not a legal value. See section 8.3
“Basic song text elements’! for ‘more information.

8.12.5) “?Illegal key signature”

Key signature is missing or invalid. Recall that if there
are no sharps or flats, the key signature must still be given as“0”. See section 8.2 “Key signature”.

8.12.6) “?Illegal prefix at start of measure”

Entries in brackets at the beginning of a measure can bq
only “[0 CODA)”, “[1]”, “[2)”, or “[:3:)”.

8.12.7) “?Illegal symbol at end of measure”

Entries in brackets at the end of a measure cm be only
“[PINE)”, “[DS)”, “[DC)”, or “[0 AL CODA]”.

8.12.8) “?Illegal token in a voice”

An unexpected “I” or “)“ has been encountered; or tiq(*t) is not followed by a legal token (i.e., m duration,
semicolon, backslash, open parenthesis, open bracket, or colein).

8.12.9) “?Illegal symbol at end of measure”

Measure must end with a “\“. Only a colon (repeat),
“[PINE)”, “[DC)”, “[DS]”, or “[0 Al. CODA)” can occur between the
last note of the measure and “\“.
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8.12.10) “?Measure too long”

Total duration for a measure is too long. Break the meqsureinto shorter measures.

8.12.11) “?More than one repeat at end of measure”
Only one repeat symbol (colon) can appear between “I” andthe first note of a measure.

8.12.12) “?More than one repeat at start of measure”
Only one repeat symbol (colon) can appear between the lastnote of a measure and the “\“.

8.12.13) “?No close paren or too many notes in n—plet”
A n—plet must contain exactly as many notes as indicated bythe number at the beginning of the n—plet. A duplet must containtwo notes; a triplet must contain three notes, etc. See section8.4 “Duplets, Triplets, etc” for more information.

8.12.14) “?No coda found after [0 AL CODA)”
If the end of a measure contains “[0 AL CODA)”, then a litermeasure must contain “[0 CODA)” at its start. See section 8.10“Coda” for more information.

8.12.15) “flo number found in n—plet”
A n—plet must contain a number between 2 and 7 (inclusive)immediately after the open parenthesis. See section 8.4 “Duplets,Triplets, etc”.

8.12.16) “?No second ending found”

If a measure contains “[1)” (first ending) at its sta;t, ilater measure must contain “[2J” (second ending). See section 8.7“First and second endings” for more information.
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8.12.17) “?No eigna found after D3”
If the end of a measure contains “rDsl”, th°n a prevlo’inmeasure must cont’iin “[:s:]” (signa) at Un st’zrt. See snotion8.9 “Da capo and dal segno” for more information.

8.12.18) “?No slash beginning measure”

Measure must start with a “I”.

8.12.19) “?Note expected at start of n—plet”
A note token must follow the number at the start of a n—plotunless a tie occurs immediately before the n—plet. (the n—plet it’“tied into”). See section 8.4 “Duplets, Triplets, etc” andsection 8.5 “Tied notes” for more information.

8.12.20) “‘?Note too long”

The duration of a note is too long. Other than playing thasong at faster tempo, the only way to fix this is to end themeasure in the middle of the note, break the note into two parts,one ending a measure, the other starting the next metsure, andtie the two parts together across the (new) measure boundary.

8.12.21) “?N—plet number too large”
The largest n—plet that can be handled is a septuplet. Seesection 8.4 “Duplets, Triplets, etc” for more information.

8.12.22) “?Second ending without proper first”
If a measure contains “[2)” (second ending) at its start,then a preceding measure must contain “[1]” (first ending) and arepeat (“:\“) must occur between the “[1)” and the “t21”.’Seesection 8.7 “Pirst and second endings” for more information.

8.12.23) “?Song too long”

Song is too long to be handled by system. Can it be brokendown into shorter movements?
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8.12.24) “?This message should never appear”

It shouldn’t. However, if it does it indicates an internalerror. Please report the problem. For more information, refer tosection 7.1 “Reporting software problems”.

8.12.25) “?Too few voices in measure”

Every measure must contain the same number of voices asindicated during the initialization phase of COMPOSE. “Silent”voices can be filled in with rests if necessary.

8.12.26) “?Too many accidentals in measure”

An internal system limit has been exceeded. Break themeasure into two smaller measures.

8.12.27) “?Too many errors”

Too many errors have been encountered by COMPOSE and itgives up trying to compile the song file. Correct the errorsdetected before this message and try again.

8.12.28) “?Too many notes in measure”

An internal system limit has been exceeded. Break thimeasure into two smaller measures.

8.12.29) “?Too many repeats, DC etc”

An internal system limit has been exceeded. Try explicitlywriting out some of the repeated measures. The editor can be usedto do this relatively easily.

8.12.30) “?Too many voices in measure”

Every measure must contain the same number of voices 9sindicated during the initialization of COMPOSE.

8.12.31) “?Two first endings”

Only one measure starting with “[1]” (first ending.) ispermitted.
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8.1232) “?Voices not all of eiiua 1ngth
Every voice in a given measure must have the sameduration. Fill in “silent” voices with rests if necessary.
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Appendix A

Maximum MaximumPitch Frequency Harmonic Pitch Frequency Hirmonic
Al 27.5 9 A5 440 6AOl 29.1352 9 A35 466.164 6Bl 30.8677 9 B5 495.885 6Cl 32.7032 9 05 523.251 5C31 34.6478 9 C35 554.365 5Dl 36.7081 9 D5 587.329 5DOl 38.8908 9 DS5 622.255 4El 41 .2034 9 E5 659.254 4Fl 43.6535 9 F5 698.456 4P31 46.2493 9 P85 739.988 4@1 48.9993 9 G5 783.99 3@31 51 .9129 9 @35 830.607 3A2 55 9 A6 880 3A32 58.2705 9 . AS6 932.328 5B2 61 .7354 9 B6 987.767 5C2 65.4064 9 C6 1046.5 2C32 69.2957 9 036 1108.75 2D2 73.4161 9 D6 1174.66 2DS2 77.7816 9 D86 1244.51 2E2 82.4068 9 E6 1318.51 2F2 87.307 9 P6 1396.91 2P32 92.4985 9 P36 1479.98 2@2 97.9987 9 @6 1567.98 1@32 103.826 9 @36 1661 .21 1A3 110 9 AT 1760A33 116.541 9 A37 1864.66 1ES 123.471 9 137 1975.53 103 130.813 9 07 2093 1CS3 138.591 9 037 2217.46 1Wi 146.832 9 D7 2349.32 1DS3 155.563 9 D37 2489.01 1ES 164.814 9 E7 2637.02 1PS 174.614 9 P7 2793.82P33 184.997 9 P37 2959.95 1G3 195.997 9 G7 3135.96 0GS3 207.652 9 @37 3322.43 0A4 220 9 A8 3520 0A84 233.082 9 ASS 3729.31 0B4 246.942 9 138 3951 .07 0C4 261 .626 9 CS 4186.01 0C34 277.183 9 038 4434.92 0D4 293.665 9 D8 4698.63 0084 311 .127 9 DOS 4978.03 0E4 329.627 9 E8 5274.04 0P4 349.228 8 P8 5587.65 0P84 369.994 8 P38 5919.9 0@4 391 .995 7 @8 6271 .92 0@84 415.304 7 @38 6644.86 0


